Presentation on German Music @ Creighton University
Harper Center 3048; Monday 27 April 2009; 7-8 p.m.
FREE admission / Eintritt FREI !!!

Arndt Peltner, producer of http://radiogoethe.org/
will be speaking (in English) on German music and
music bands from Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
He is also a journalist not just for radio, but also for print.
The weekly ‘magazine’ covers topics on German culture.

Students of German, ask your instructor about eXtra Credit for attending this Cultural Event.
While the main focus of his presentation will be on music from German speaking countries, you will
be able to ask him anything related to Germany and German culture in Germany and in the U.S.

Radio Goethe can be heard on the following stations / RG wird auf den folgenden Stationen gesendet:

> podcast of the weekly radio shows (music & magazine) available http://radiogoethe.org/ ✏️

Questions? Contact Olaf Böhlke at ‘bohlke@creighton.edu’ Subject: Radio Goethe  Bis dann!
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